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1. Purpose 
 
This study examines the way in which strategic communication with stakeholders can be used to achieve 

taxation reforms that take account of both current and future generations. By examining the case study of 

mineral resource taxation in Australia, this study analyses the problems governments may face in 

implementing tax reforms for sustainability. This study proposes strategic communication with stakeholders 

as a solution that will help governments achieve a tax system that takes account of both current and future 

generations.  

 

 

2. Context 
 
The recent global financial crisis (GFC) has brought into focus the looming sustainability challenges that are 

required to be dealt with by governments in the short to medium term. As such, many governments are 

considering ways in which they can implement policies directed at achieving sustainable economic activity 

that will take account of both current and future generations. Taxation is an important component of fiscal 

policy and many governments are considering such reforms in order to consolidate their revenue post-GFC.1 

The pressure for fiscal consolidation will compel many governments to seek new sources of revenue in 

coming years2,3 that will not distort economic growth.4 However, truly forward-looking governments are not 

only focused on short-term revenue consolidation. Instead, they will also consider ways of achieving long-

term policy objectives that take account of both current and future generations.  

Mining is an important part of the Australian economy, and rapidly increasing global commodity prices 

means that Australia is likely to continue to be reliant on mining exports – mainly to India and China. Australia 

has some of the world's richest natural resource deposits, and export earnings for commodity exports are 

predicted to reach AUD 169.8 billion in 2010-11, an increase of 28.4%. At present, mining exports account 

for 37.6% of Australia's total exports.5  

                                                 
1 IMF (2010) From Stimulus to Consolidation: Revenue and Expenditure Policies in Advanced and Emerging Economies. Available at 
http://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2010/043010a.pdf  

2 Connolly K (2010) ‘Greek debt crisis: IMF Chief to woo Germany over bailout deal’ Guardian, April 28. Available at 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/apr/28/greek-debt-crisis-imf-chief-imf-chief-to-woo-germany?INTCMP=SRCH 

3 Clausen H (2010) ‘Let Greece have its default’ Brussels Journal, April 20. Available at http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/4412 

4 OECD (2010) Making reform happen: lessons from OECD Countries. Available at 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/15/12/46159078.pdf  

5 Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research (2010) Australia's Exports Fact Sheet, Commonwealth Government. 
Available at http://www.innovation.gov.au/section/aboutdiisr/factsheets/pages/australia%27sexportsfactsheet.aspx 
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However, mining is by nature a cyclical industry since natural resources are finite,6 and many have argued 

that it may not be in Australia’s long-term interests to develop the mining industry at the expense of other 

sectors. Australia’s ‘two speed economy’ means that the resource-rich states of Queensland and Western 

Australia have experienced sustained economic growth because of mining, while less resource-rich states 

have experienced slower growth.7 The ‚natural resource curse‛ also means that the distribution of 

government revenue from mining tends to be uneven between generations: government expenditure is 

greater while natural resource deposits last and reduces when they run out.8 

Accordingly, there are strong arguments in favour of increasing taxation on the mining sector to allow for 

the redistribution of the wealth gained from mining to less resource-rich States.9 Further, the introduction of 

a resource rent tax to replace the current ad valorem or royalty based system has long been considered a 

‘potentially robust source of relatively non-distorting revenue’.10,11 It was against this background that the 

Henry Tax Review proposed the taxation of mineral rents on 2 May 2010.12 ,13 The original proposal involved 

a Resources Super Profits Tax (RSPT): a 40% tax on all profits made by mining companies above the 6% rate 

of return.  

However, this proposal triggered significant voter discontent precisely because revenues from mining 

form such a significant part of Australia’s GDP.14 In response to the Government’s proposal, mining shares on 

the Australian stock market dropped:15 share prices of major ASX listed mining companies dropped between 3 

to 7 percent out of concerns that the proposed resource rent tax would unduly disadvantage the mining 

sector.16 Mining companies also heavily criticised the Australian Government’s perceived unwillingness to 

negotiate key details of the tax with them.17,18 ,19 Many mining companies believed that the Australian 

Government should have first engaged and negotiated with stakeholders to help build a winning coalition to 

drive the reform through, rather than announcing the resource rent tax as a finalised package.20 ,21 This 

political discontent was so severe that it led to the removal of a democratically elected Prime Minister in his 

first term.  

After the removal of the incumbent Prime Minister, a significant compromise was negotiated between the 

new Australian Prime Minister and the three biggest mining companies, which are BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and 

                                                 
6 Sarker T and Whalan E (2010) ‘Reform issues in mineral tax policy for economic development: the Mineral Resource Rent Tax in 
Australia’ Bulletin for International Taxation, 65 (1): 1-25. 

7 Commonwealth Government (2010) 2010-2011 Budget. Available at http://www.budget.gov.au 

8 Garnaut R and Clunies-Ross A (1983) Taxation of Mineral Rents. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 

9 Commonwealth Government, Department of Treasury (2010a) Australia's future tax system: Final Report Part 1. Available at 
http://www.futuretax.gov.au 

10 IMF (2010) op. cit. 

11 Garnaut R and Clunies-Ross A (1983) op. cit. 

12 Commonwealth Government (2010) op. cit. 

13 Commonwealth Government, Department of Treasury (2010b) The Resources Super Profits Tax: a fair return to the nation. Available 
at http://www.budget.gov.au 

14 Commonwealth Government, Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research (2010) Australia’s Exports Fact Sheet. 
Available at www.innovation.gov.au/section/aboutdiisr/factsheets/pages/australia%27sexportsfactsheet.aspx 

15 Charnock N (2010) ‘Redesign of Super Tax’ Safehaven, June 16. Available at http://www.safehaven.com/article/17168/redesign-of-
super-tax 

16 Fickling D and Thurlow R (2010) ‘Kevin Rudd’s tax plan hammers mining shares, poses risk to mergers’. The Australian, 3 May. Available 
at http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/in-depth/kevin-rudds-tax-plan-hammers-mining-shares-poses-risk-to-mergers/story-
fn5eo6td-1225861636793  

17 Queensland Resources Council (2010) Personal Communication, Seminar on the Resources Super Profits Tax, June 15;  

18 Minerals Council of Australia (2010a) Minerals, Resources and the prosperity of all Australians. Available at 
www.minerals.org.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/MCA_News/MCA_Future_Tax_System.pdf 

19 Minerals Council of Australia (2010b) Minerals Resource Rent Tax. Available at 
www.minerals.org.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/MCA_News/Press%20Release_2%20July%2010%20_2_pdf  

20 Queensland Resources Council (2010) op. cit. 

21 Minerals Council of Australia (2008) Henry Tax Review. Available at 
www.minerals.org.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/32400/MCA_Sub_Henry_Final.pdf 
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Xstrata. The new Mineral Resource Rent Tax (MRRT) involves a 30% tax on all profits above the 12% rate of 

return, which is significantly more generous to mining companies that the RSPT that was originally proposed.  

However, not everyone was happy with the new tax. In particular, smaller mining companies continued to 

oppose the modified MRRT on the grounds that they had been excluded from the negotiations.22,23 

Queensland and Western Australia (the two most resource-rich states) also continued to oppose the MRRT 

because it would be levied by the Federal Government and as such, will reduce the amount of mining royalties 

collected by the States.24 ,25 

The difficulties experienced by the Australian Government in implementing significant taxation policy 

reform highlight the role that stakeholders play in policy formulation and negotiation in democratic 

countries.26 As such, it is essential for any government wishing to drive through significant tax reforms, 

particularly those that focus on the interests of future, not just current generations, to effectively manage 

stakeholders in the proposed reform. The World Bank recommended that strategic stakeholder 

communication was an effective way for governments to successfully achieve significant policy reforms.27 

 
 

3. Achieving tax reform for sustainability 
 

What is strategic stakeholder communication? Strategic communication is a planned, analytical approach for 

determining whom a given project must engage to achieve its reform objectives, for what purpose, and when 

and how this engagement takes place.28 It is actually a process that takes place through a number of different 

stages to identify stakeholders who will help or hinder reform and then leverage that knowledge to influence 

their behaviour. 29 As such, strategic communication should be considered as providing a framework for 

engaging stakeholders to address risks and barriers to reform. If used correctly, it will help mitigate risks of 

reform, accelerate reform adoption, and achieve sustainable reform.30  

How can governments use strategic communication to influence the behaviour of stakeholders? Support 

for reform is linked to incentives. As such, strategic communication should be directed at communicating 

information relevant to those incentives in order to weaken opposition or increase support for the proposed 

reforms. Ways in which strategic communication can be used to achieve this objective are illustrated below in 

Table 1. 31 

The World Bank showed that there were three ways countries have successfully used strategic 

communication. First, strategic communication can be used to alter incentives by changing stakeholders’ 

perceptions of the benefits and costs of reform. It can also be used to create new, structured ways for 

stakeholders to participate in the reform process. Finally, it can also and building capacities of groups that 

                                                 
22 Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (2011) Technical Briefing Note. Available at http://amec.org.au/briefing-note-
minerals-resource-rent-tax-503 
23 Maher S and Shanahan D (2010) ‘Tax done, PM Gillard turns to boats’ The Australian, July 3. Available at 
www.theaustralian.news.com.au/news/nation/tax-done-pm-julia-gillard-turns-to-boats/storye-6frg6nf-1225887335996 

24 AAP (2010) ‘Australian PM Julia Gillard’s revised mining tax to hit WA the hardest’ Perth Now, July 11. Available at 
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/australian-pm-julia-gillards-revised-mining-tax-to-hit-wa-hardest/story-e6frg2r3-
1225890350830;  

25 Burrell A (2010) ‘Western Australia fears royalties to be axed’ The Australian, July 14, 2010. Available at 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/politics/western-australia-fears-royalties-to-be-axed/story-e6frgczf-1225891378628 

26 Pope J (2007) ‘Personal income tax reform: consensus, outliers, specifics and the longer-term socio-economic context’. Personal 
Income Tax Reform Symposium, University of New South Wales, Sydney, April 2-3. Available at www.atax.unsw.edu.au/research/pitr-
symposium.../papers/Paper_14-Pope.pdf 

27 World Bank (2009) Stakeholder management in business registration reforms: lessons from ten countries. Available at http://www-
wds.worldbank.org/external/default/main?pagePK=64193027&piPK=64187937&theSitePK=523679&menuPK=64187510&search
MenuPK=64187511&entityID=000333037_20091214225759&cid=3001_60 

28 Ibid. 

29 Rahman S (2010) ‘Using strategic communications to engage stakeholders in tax reform’. Investment Climate in Practice – Business 
Taxation, 15: 1-8. 

30 Ibid. 

31 World Bank (2009) op. cit. 
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support reform.32 Accordingly, stakeholders who shifted towards reform usually had their support stimulated 

by better information, a change in the reform design, new opportunities for rent seeking, or better 

organisation and advocacy capacities.33 

 
Table 1 Strategic communication of incentives  
 

Targeted issue or problem Strategic solution 

Communication Objective: Weaken stakeholder opposition 

Skepticism of the effectiveness of reform Provide concrete information or results in other countries 

Legitimate concerns about design of the reform  Discuss concerns, accommodate as needed without substantial 
damage to results of reform 

Ideological principles (hardcore opposition) Reduce participation in the reform process, link reforms to high 
priority political goals such as unemployment 

Personal interest in the existing system (hardcore 
opposition) 

Expose realities of current system, deploy concrete evidence of the 
benefits and costs of the new system 

Communication Objective: Strengthen stakeholder support 

Political commitments to mark a new political 
regime 

Link reform to high priority political goals, assemble coalition of allies 
with political influence 

Technocratic agendas and professional values Provide information on the benefits and costs of the new system, 
clear vision design of the new system 

Personal interest in economic gain from reform  Demonstrate the financial gains from the new system 

Support for broader policy goals linked to the 
results of reform  

Link reform to high priority political goals, use international 
information to document effects 

Donor and exogenous pressures Link reform to exogenous pressures as "drivers" of reform 

 
Source: World Bank, 2009, p. 44 

 
Why is strategic communication important? Reform is most successful when a government has a 

meaningful mandate from the people. Conversely, an unpopular reform may be fatal to the government. The 

importance of meaningful mandates in democratic governments makes strategic communication important 

when negotiating tax reform. 34 This is why, throughout history, successful and significant reforms have been 

accompanied by consistent and coordinated efforts on the part of policymakers to persuade voters and 

stakeholders of the need for reform and the costs of non-reform. This is usually performed by beginning with 

small groups to collect information on the need for reform. A government will then conduct good analyses 

and perform selective consultation in the solution design phase and follow up by broader consultations as 

information, arguments, and clear solutions become ready for presentation to broader audiences. A 

government will prepare political processes to adopt reforms. Opposition is often weakened by appealing to 

subgroups in order to split opponents, and bringing in selectively financed incentives. By contrast, a reform is 

likely to be unsuccessful if policymakers make public announcements without good preparation or fail to 

engage the key stakeholders beforehand. Instead, a policymaker should try to build consensus around reform 

from an early stage. If a policymaker fails to put forward persuasive arguments for reform and a clear view of 

                                                 
32 Ibid. 

33 Ibid. 

34 OECD (2010) op. cit. 
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the new system, instead engaging in limited efforts to broaden marketing and understanding about the 

reform, the reform is likely to fail.35,36 

Seven steps can be derived from the above discussion that policymakers can take to use strategic 

communication to build a winning coalition and drive through reform. These are: 

1. Manage stakeholders by selectively and progressively building pro-reform coalitions. Consensus is not 

the right principle for stakeholder management 

2. Structure direct participation of key stakeholders to produce concrete, practical opportunities for 

dialogue 

3. Generate and communicate factual and credible information about the costs of the status quo and the 

benefits of reform; 

4. Create new institutions with incentives to perform for clients, rather than re-engineering existing 

institutions 

5. Help supportive stakeholders become more effective in advocating change 

6. Move as quickly as possible, balancing the costs and benefits of expanding stakeholder participation in 

each phase 

7. Change the reform scope, speed, content and compensation as needed to assemble a winning 

coalition.37 

 

 

4. Know your stakeholders 

 

Strategic communication is focused on stakeholder management. As such, it is important for any government 

to know who their stakeholders and why they are important. Stakeholders can be defined as those groups 

who share a common interest in engaging with and influencing the political process in order to protect their 

economic interests, avoid negative externalities or maintain their political power.38 Since resistance to change 

is an inevitable part of the tax reform process, understanding the various lobby groups and the interactions 

between them is crucial to successful negotiation.39 In particular, identifying the winners and losers of the 

reform will help any reform to be successful.40 Further, any tax policy formulated through a process of 

consultation will also be seen as more legitimate, because it meets the preferences of a majority of interest 

groups who are affected by the decision. This process also adds transparency and accountability to the policy 

making process. Governments may also need to engage with stakeholders regarding operational issues 

because they have practical knowledge, experience and expertise in the industry.41 

For example, key stakeholders in the Australian Government’s proposed mining tax may include the 

Commonwealth Department of Treasury, the State Governments of Queensland and Western Australia 

(which are mining states that currently collect royalties), large mining companies, emerging mining 

companies, superannuation funds, mine workers, unions, people living in mining towns, people living in non-

mining states of Australia, international resource buyers, future generations, academics and the media.  

                                                 
35 Ibid.  

36 World Bank (2009) op. cit. 

37 Ibid. 

38 Fidrmuc F and Noury A (2003) ‘Interest groups, stakeholders and the distribution of benefits and costs of reform’. GDN Global 
Research Project Understanding Reform, Cairo, January 16-17. Available at www.fidrmuc.net/research/intgroups.pdf 

39 Sarker T and Whalan E (2010) op. cit. 

40 Fidrmuc F and Noury A (2003) op. cit. 

41 Weiss A (1995) ‘Cracks in the Foundation of Stakeholder Theory’. Electronic Journal of Radical Organisation Theory‛, 1(1):1-13. 
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With such a multitude of stakeholders, how do governments identify which stakeholders are the most 

important? Mitchell, Agle and Wood42 propose three factors that should be considered in order to determine 

the importance of the stakeholders’ claims: 

1. The stakeholders' power to influence decision making. In the policymaking context, this may be control 

over financial resources, or control over public opinion 

2. The legitimacy of their relationship to the government. A stakeholder should have something ‚at risk‛ 

from the proposed reforms 

3. The urgency of their claim, which will occur when the claim is of a time-sensitive nature and when the 

claim is important to the stakeholder.  

 

The above implies that stakeholders with the greatest interest in government policies should have the 

greatest say in their outcomes.43 This would make mining companies the most important stakeholders in a 

resource rich country like Australia, as they are the ones most directly affected by the proposed mining tax. 

They are powerful by virtue of their control over natural resources, their business is affected by the proposed 

reforms, and because they are profit making corporations, their revenues are very important to them. 

Australia’s reliance on exports gives power to the mining companies as stakeholders.44 However, there is 

often a conflict between the short-term interests of stakeholders and the long-term objectives policymakers 

are seeking to achieve. 

 This explains why the advertising campaign run by the mining companies opposing the Australian 

Government’s proposed Resources Super Profit Tax (RSPT) was so successful in preventing its introduction 

and resulted in the negotiation of a compromise that was much more favourable to the mining companies: the 

Mineral Resource Rent Tax (MRRT).45,46 This also suggests that the Australian Government could have easily 

avoided its political crisis by strategically communicating and negotiating with stakeholders instead of 

presenting the resource tax reforms to stakeholders as a finalised package. 

 

 

5. Recommendations for Australia 

 

The Australian Government’s original proposal for the taxation of mineral rents on 2 May 201047,48 attracted 

significant discontent from voters and powerful stakeholders, such as affected mining companies. This was 

due in large part to the Government’s perceived failure to initially negotiate the details of the tax with mining 

companies.49 ,50 ,51 Although a significant compromise was negotiated with the three largest mining companies 

by the new Prime Minister,52 ,53 the States of Queensland and Western Australia,54 the Federal Opposition 

                                                 
42 Mitchell R, Agle B and Wood D (1997) ‘Toward a theory of stakeholder identification and salience: defining the principle of who and 
what really counts’. Academy of Management Review, 22: 853-886.  

43 Lozano R (2010) Proposing a corporate sustainability stakeholder typology, SRI Paper, No. 23. Available at 
www.see.leeds.ac.uk/fileadmin/Documents/research/sri/workingpapers/SRIPs-23_01.pdf 

44 Ibid. 

45 Rodgers E (2010) ‘Rudd left out of Gillard's reshuffle’ ABC News, June 28. Available at 
www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2010/06/28/2938876.htm;  

46 Zappone C (2010) ‘Ceasefire between miners and government", Sydney Morning Herald, June 24, 2010, available at 
www.smh.com.au/business/ceasefire-between-miners-and-government-20100624-z14a.html 

47 Commonwealth Government, Department of Treasury (2010a) op. cit. 

48 Commonwealth Government, Department of Treasury (2010b) op. cit. 

49 Queensland Resources Council (2010) op. cit. 

50 Minerals Council of Australia (2010a) op. cit. 

51 Minerals Council of Australia (2010b) op. cit. 

52 Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (2011) op. cit. 
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Party,55 the smaller mining companies,56 and economists57 have all maintained their objections to the modified 

Mineral Resource Rent Tax. Not only has the issue of whether or not to credit royalties paid by the mining 

companies to the State governments has been particularly contentious,58 but smaller mining companies argue 

the MRRT was undemocratic because they were not consulted in its development.59 

As such, effective and timely consultation and negotiation with these stakeholders is a pre-condition of 

successful policy reform, since the objectives of policymakers and key stakeholders can often be in conflict. 

Since early engagement with stakeholders is vital, strategic choices should be made about the timing and 

nature of the approach to stakeholders. Five different management strategies should be adopted because 

stakeholders’ interests and objectives will change over the course of the reform process. 60 These are: 

 Stage 1: Idea formulation and organisation of reform. The stakeholder management strategy that 

should be adopted are providing reports, indicators, donor advice, and study tours to change how 

stakeholders view the benefits and costs of current practices in order to illustrate the need for reform.  

 Stage 2: Solution design. Stakeholders should be brought into the process through a controlled 

strategy of information disclosure, participation, and consultation. 

 Stage 3: Broadening and marketing reform ideas. Here, the focus should be on communicating the 

right message to the right stakeholders through the right medium.  

 Stage 4: Political acceptance and adoption. This requires credible political backing to gain parliamentary 

approval for the reform.  

 Stage 5: Implementation. At this stage, stakeholders may try to delay, undermine, or reverse the 

benefits. In this situation, policymakers should communicate strategically to help build pro-reform 

alliances and coalitions among groups of stakeholders. 61 

 
According to Duggin,62 stakeholders should be involved in each phase of the policy development process, 

including recognising and defining the problem or issue, identifying possible solutions by gathering and 

analysing information and consulting with stakeholders, choosing the best solution, implementing the policy, 

and evaluating the policy. Successful tax reform should be guided by a clear vision and backed up by solid 

analysis. 63 The proper timing of reform is crucial, and should be linked to the business cycle. Although there 

are strong arguments for bundling tax reforms into comprehensive packages to address distributional issues, 

                                                                                                                                                        
53 Maher S and Shanahan D (2010) op. cit. 

54 McHugh B (2011) ‘WA Premier snubs deal on Mineral Resource Rent Tax’ ABC News Rural, March 25. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/rural/news/content/201103/s3173705.htm 

55 Grattan M (2011) ‘Everyone’s a winner in this game’ The Age, March 30. Available at http://www.smh.com.au/opinion/everyones-a-
winner-in-this-game-20110329-1cetd.html 

56 Grant-Taylor T (2011) ‘Big miners in glee over resource rent tax’ Herald Sun, March 25. Available at 
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/business/big-miners-in-glee-over-resouce-rent-tax/story-e6frfh4f-1226027687764 

57 Chambers M (2011) ‘Proposed mining tax worse than royalties, say economists’ The Australian, March 31. Available at 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/proposed-mining-tax-worse-than-royalties-say-economists/story-e6frg8zx-
1226030987988 

58 Lawson R (2011) ‘Government fails to win miners over with MRRT’ PerthNow, March 24, 2011, available at 
http://www.perthnow.com.au/business/government-fails-to-win-miners-over-with-mrrt/story-e6frg2r3-1226027577510 

59 Ibid. 

60 World Bank (2009) op. cit. 

61 Ibid. 

62 Duggin G (2010) Submission writing for policy and law reform. Available at 
http://www.edo.org.au/edonsw/site/pdf/presentations/100304submission_writing.pdf 

63 OECD (2010) op. cit. 
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piecemeal reforms may be more politically acceptable. Transitional arrangement and grandfathering 

arrangements may offset the impact of the reform for stakeholders that are the most affected.64 

There are some indicators that the Australian Government has learned the pitfalls of not taking 

stakeholders’ views into account. In particular, because of the continued objections to the modified MRRT, 

the Australian Government has announced that it will hold consultations and negotiate with affected 

stakeholders on an ongoing basis. It is to this end that the Australian Government established a Policy 

Transition Group (PTG) to undertake wide ranging consultation with industry. The PTG provided two reports 

to the Government on 21 December 2010, and the Australian Government accepted all 94 of the 

recommendations made by the PTG. These recommendations will form the basis of the design of Australia’s 

new resource taxation arrangements, as reflected in draft legislation to be released for consultation in the 

first half of 2011. 65  

The Government also established the Resource Tax Implementation Group to support the legislative 

drafting stage, reflecting the Government’s recognition of the importance of continued industry 

engagement.66 This implementation group will be comprised of the Commonwealth Treasury, the Department 

of Resources, Energy and Tourism, the Australian Taxation Office, and a number of representatives from the 

resources industry and associations, and taxation legal and accounting bodies.  67 It is evident from this that the 

Australian Government has recognised the importance of stakeholder communication in achieving successful 

tax reform. If all goes to plan, the Australian government will have the mining tax legislation in parliament by 

the end of 2011.68 

The Australian Government’s commitment to negotiating with stakeholders on key aspects of tax reform 

does not end there. The current Australian Government is a minority government with a very thin balance of 

power. It relies on support from three Independents to hold government.69 One of the key commitments 

made by the Australian Government as a pre-condition of gaining the support of the Independents to form 

government was to hold a Tax Forum in October 2011 to provide ‘full, fearless and frank discussion around 

long-term taxation’.70  

The October 2011 Tax Forum did not achieve its intended objectives. There was general consensus on the 

need for reform, but not how to achieve it.71 Many criticise the Tax Forum as being held for political reasons 

rather than with the objective of achieving tangible outcomes.72 Another major limitation is that the 

opposition party did not participate in the Tax Forum, with the leader of the opposition describing it as a 

‘pointless talkfest’ because of the limitations placed on the topics of the tax forum. Instead, the leader of the 

opposition announced that the opposition party would be holding its own tax forum with the aim of achieving 

‘lower, fairer, simpler taxes’.73 However, Oakeshott (the independent MP who made the Tax Forum a 

condition of his support for the current minority government) is optimistic about the future of tax reform in 

                                                 
64 Ibid. 

65 Commonwealth Government (2010c) ‘A new resource tax regime’ Fact Sheet, Department of Treasury, May 2. 

66 Swann W (2011) ‘Government Accepts Resource Tax Recommendations’ Media Release, March 24. Available at 
http://www.treasurer.gov.au/DisplayDocs.aspx?doc=pressreleases/2011/024.htm&pageID=&min=wms&Year=&DocType=0 

67 Ibid. 

68 (Mining tax laws due by end of 2011 2011) The Northern Star, March 24. Available at 
http://www.northernstar.com.au/story/2011/03/24/mining-tax-laws-due-by-end-of-2011/ 

69 Horne N (2010) ‘Hung parliaments and minority governments’ Australian Policy Online, Politics and Public Administration Section, 
December 23. Available at http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/bn/pol/HungParliaments.htm 

70 Mark D (2011) ‘Independents give tick to tax forum timing’ ABC Online, March 21. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2011/03/21/3169115.htm 

71 PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2011) ‘Tax forum key outcomes – day one’ Price Waterhouse Coopers, October 4. Available at 
www.pwc.com.au/tax/tax-reform/ 

72 Van Onselen P (2011) ‘Rob Oakeshott tax forum’s only outcome was failure’ The Australian, October 8. Available at 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/opinion/rob-oakeshott-tax-forums-only-outcome-was-failure/story-e6frgd0x-
1226161575560  

73 Thompson J (2011) ‘Tax forum a ‘pointless talkfest’ says Abbott’ ABC News, October 4. Available at 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-10-04/abbott-says-tax-forum-a-pointless-talkfest/3208438 
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Australia. He believes that the Tax Forum has successfully come up with some tangible results (such as the 

formation of a tax reform board, investment in tax research and raising the tax-free threshold to $21,000). 

Despite this, he acknowledges that there is a need for a ‘hell of a lot more work’ to turn Australia’s 

‘unsustainable’ tax system into a sustainable one.74 

This is particularly so since the current Australian government is a minority government that has 

experienced enough difficulties in achieving the passage of the carbon tax legislation on 12 October 2011.75 

Under the carbon tax package, a fixed carbon price of $23 a tonne will be imposed, rising at 2.5% a year in 

real terms for the next three years. In 2015, the package will convert to an emissions trading scheme with a 

floating price.76 Newspoll places support for the carbon tax at 36%.77 Adopting another controversial tax 

reform could be damaging for a political party78 that currently has the most unpopular Australian government 

in the past 40 years.79 

It is evident from the above that tax reform is difficult for the Australian Government. With the 

widespread recognition of the need for tax reform demonstrated by the October 2011 Tax Forum, the 

question for the current Government is how best to achieve tax reform, given the complexity of the issues 

and the multitude of stakeholders involved in the reform process. Strategic communication provides a way 

forward for the Government as it provides a framework for engagement with stakeholders in the reform 

process. By communicating and managing stakeholders in a methodical way, strategic stakeholder 

communication can permit stakeholders’ views to be taken into account without their diversity paralysing the 

reform process. 

 

 

6. Anticipated outcomes 

 
Australia’s current political climate also makes achieving tax reform particularly challenging. The current 

Labor-led minority government holds a very thin balance of power, and the opposition has continued to 

oppose any increase of the tax paid by mining companies.80 If all goes to plan, the Australian government will 

have draft legislation on the table by May, but the June 2011 Tax Summit means that the future of tax 

reform in Australia remains uncertain.81 Therefore, achieving tax reform in this uncertain political climate will 

likely require negotiation and compromise.82 Australia’s failed attempt to introduce a mineral resource rent tax 

is a reminder that exhaustive consultation with key stakeholders must be undertaken, and the costs and 

benefits of various reform options must be painstakingly prepared, carefully assessed, and clearly presented 

to the public through strategic communication to develop coalitions of support for the proposed reforms.83 
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The Henry Tax Review and subsequent Tax Forum allowed the formulation of a diverse range of 

suggestions for how best tax reform can be progressed. This indicates that Australia is currently at stage 1 of 

the strategic communication process: idea formulation and organisation of reform. Stage 2 requires solution 

design, where stakeholders should be brought into the process through controlled participation, before stage 

3 (broadening and marketing reform ideas) is reached.84 The tax reform board agreed to by the October 

2011 Tax Forum may allow this to be achieved by providing a one-point mechanism for communicating with 

stakeholders in order to achieve solution design and market reform ideas to affected parties. Tax reform is a 

difficult task for any government, and these problems are particularly evident in the Australian Government’s 

experience with the tax reform process in the last couple of years. For any meaningful tax reform to be 

achieved, it will be important for the Australian Government to strategically communicate with stakeholders 

in the process of formulating and negotiating effective, meaningful and wide-ranging tax reform that will take 

account of both current and future generations. Strategic communication is an essential part of this process 

because it allows coalitions of support to be created that will help, not hinder, the tax reform process.  

 

 
7. Conclusion 

 
Stakeholders play an important role in policy formulation for democratic governments.85 As such, the failure 

to maintain harmonious stakeholder relationships can threaten the very existence of the government.86 This 

was clearly evident in Australia, where a democratically elected Prime Minister was removed when important 

stakeholders were dissatisfied with the originally proposed RSPT and the apparent refusal of the government 

to negotiate with its stakeholders.87 This implies democratic governments should engage in consultative 

policy formulation to give legitimacy to their decisions.88 The problems that occurred with the Australian 

Government’s attempt to reform the mineral tax policy of the country were due to a failure to appropriately 

manage and communicate with its stakeholders. The RSPT as originally proposed was perceived as having 

been released as a finalised proposal without first consulting with the mining companies. This engendered 

major opposition from the mining companies based on this aspect alone.89 When the new Australian Prime 

Minister developed the modified Mineral Resource Rent Tax in consultation with key mining companies, and 

announced the establishment of a Resource Tax Implementation Group,90 the objections to the proposal 

largely subsided. However, the States of Queensland and Western Australia (the two most resource rich 

states in Australia),91 the Federal Opposition Party,92 and the smaller mining companies93 have maintained 

their objections to the modified MRRT.  

This study finds that the Australian Government’s initial failure to communicate and negotiate with 

stakeholders caused the originally proposed resource rent tax to not succeed, engendering a political crisis 

which resulted in the removal of a democratically elected Prime Minister. A better approach would have been 

to adopt meaningful strategic communication strategies to enable the development of coalitions with key 

stakeholders to support the reform and drive it through. This can be seen in the Australian Government’s 

subsequent adoption of strategic communication measures for stakeholder management, such as holding a 
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Tax Policy Forum in October 2011. As such, some key lessons can be learned for tax reform going forward. In 

particular, the policy development process can be made inclusive through holding stakeholder workshops and 

maintaining ongoing dialogue between the Government and the private sector. The Government should 

continually inform players at all levels and ensure that the reform is kept on the radar of key stakeholders. It is 

important to lay the groundwork to sustain long-term reform through local buy-in and deep institutional 

change, rather than rapid reform. This can be achieved through partnering with experienced local 

organisations to leverage existing relationships, as well as leveraging and co-ordinating the reform with other 

programs.94  

Tax reform is always a difficult task. It is more difficult in democracies, as various stakeholders exercise 

their power via engagement. Mining tax reform is no exception. This is particularly so for resource rich 

countries, where mining companies are powerful stakeholders because they generate vast profits, some of 

which are retained by the government in the form of tax revenue. Like many other nations around the world, 

resource rich nations such as Australia are facing significant pressure for fiscal consolidation, and are 

accordingly looking for ways to collect more revenue for present and future generations. However, as 

demonstrated by the Australian experience, mining companies will always resist any reduction of their 

revenue due to increased taxes. Accordingly, there is often a conflict between the long-term objectives of 

policymakers and the short-term objectives of key stakeholders. In order to achieve a win-win solution, 

policymakers need to adopt strategic communication tools that will not only ensure a smooth transition from 

one tax policy to the other, but will also assist in maintaining harmonious relationships between all 

stakeholders affected by the proposed tax reform proposals. The process of strategic communication will 

enable Australia’s transition to a sustainable tax system that takes account of the needs of both current and 

future generations.  
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